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INTRODUCTION
This white paper is the first of three snapshots of the migration of a
key business system from a mainframe computing environment to a
Sun environment. This first snapshot captures the planning and
decision-making process. In the migration and acceptance testing
snapshots that follow, IDC will identify and analyze the critical issues
surrounding a typical rehosting effort.
The migration decision is a perennial challenge for IT planners.
Twenty years ago, due to proprietary operating environments
combined with few cross-platform tools and standards, IT often opted
to maintain the status quo following a migration analysis. To make
matters more irritating, the price, performance, and functionality of
the new target environment were often much better than those of
the legacy system. Getting from source to target, however, was
an unaffordable process. So-called greenfield or clean-sheet
applications demonstrated what IT wanted to do, but could not afford,
at least for legacy systems.
This study is based on conversations with a customer identified by
Sun Microsystems. Planning milestones and budgets for effort and
time were obtained before the onset of the work. Subsequent
investigation will reveal just how well early expectations are met.

TRANSAMERICA LIFE CANADA
Transamerica Life Canada (Transamerica) is a market leader in the
sale of life insurance and investment products in Canada.
Transamerica Life Canada is a member of the AEGON Group, a
leading international financial services group. The Group's businesses
offer a diverse portfolio of products: principally life insurance,
pensions, and related savings and investment products but
also accident, health, and general insurance. With close to 1,000
employees across the country, AEGON Canada Inc. is headquartered
in Toronto, Ontario, and provides Canadians with wealth management

solutions through its companies: Transamerica Life Canada, AEGON
Capital Management Inc., AEGON Dealer Services Canada Inc.,
Money Concepts (Canada) Ltd., and AEGON Fund Management Inc.
Through its holdings, AEGON Canada has over $10 billion in assets
under management.
In December 2000, Transamerica and
NN Life Insurance Company of
Canada amalgamated.

In December 2000, Transamerica and NN Life Insurance Company
of Canada (NN) amalgamated and continued to operate as
Transamerica Life Canada (Transamerica). NN's IT systems, hosted
in a mainframe computing environment, are now under the direction
of Naj Hirani, vice president, information technology and chief
information officer.

Maximizing Profit: The Presenting Problem
The IT system that supports NN's life
insurance and investment products is
outsourced and run in a mainframe
environment at a United States service
provider and is not cost-effective to
operate.

"The IT system that supports NN's life insurance and investment
products is outsourced and run in a mainframe environment at a
United States service provider and is not cost-effective to operate,"
according to Hirani. "Here in Toronto we have a mixed-vendor
environment, with about 20% of our business residing on servers
supplied by Sun Microsystems and 80% by other suppliers. The
business question for us was, Should we host the NN system on an
in-house mainframe or migrate the system to our Sun operating
environment? Our analysis indicated that in-house operating costs
for Sun systems were lower than [those of] an in-house mainframe."

Transamerica has an ongoing
responsibility to administer the
investment product for current
customers. And, Transamerica is
interested in retaining those
customers.

One of NN's product offerings was of particular interest to
Transamerica. The offering is an investment product with an
enrollment of approximately 100,000 customers and assets that total
just under $2 billion. To harmonize offerings after the acquisition,
Transamerica decided not to continue to sell the investment product.
At the same time, the company has an ongoing responsibility to
administer the product for current customers. And, Transamerica is
interested in retaining those customers and inviting them to consider
other Transamerica products.
The software that administers the investment products comprises
administrative functions. Customers may request that parameters of
their investment be changed; for example, they may ask that more
money be drawn each month from an annuity or that monies be
reallocated among different investment choices. This part of the
administrative function is an interactive system used about 12 hours
each business day in support of a back-office operations and call
center business unit.
A collection of batch operations serves other administrative functions.
The investment portfolio price fluctuates with markets, and each day
a batch program recalculates this price. Monthly batch processes
aggregate information about payments to customers. Quarterly and
annual reports summarize the overall financial status of the assets
under management.
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From a technical perspective, the administrative system is a series
of COBOL programs and associated utilities. Some COBOL
programs run under an online system (CICS) to provide the
interactive online transaction processing (OLTP) functions. All of the
applications run against data stored in a VSAM database. Other
software investments include necessary job control language (JCL),
FOCUS, EASYTRIEVE, and CoSORT.

Deciding to Migrate
The primary motivation to migrate the
administrative system is cost.

The primary motivation to migrate the administrative system is cost.
Because of exchange rates and labor costs, Transamerica estimates
that there is an immediate 50% premium associated with the
outsourcing operations being in the United States. Integration of this
system with other Transamerica systems is more difficult because it
isn't in-house. Even though Transamerica has curtailed sales of new
products, the company expects to attend to existing customers for
years to come.

If the applications were ported from the
mainframe environment to the
prevalent Sun server environment, then
existing staff members would have all
the skills necessary to operate the
system.

The internal IT team evaluated the option of bringing the mainframe
environment in-house. Analyses showed that in-house operating costs
would certainly be lower than those for outsourcing the environment to
the U.S. service provider. However, to bring a mainframe environment
into the Toronto datacenter would require additional staff with
mainframe skills and experience — and the organization discovered
that such employees were relatively hard to find. Meanwhile, if the
applications were ported from the mainframe environment to the
prevalent Sun server environment, then existing staff members would
have all the skills necessary to operate the system.

The IT team began an audit to
establish an inventory of the mainframe
application's components, to develop a
best-practices plan for the migration
process, and to estimate a sequence of
tasks and a tentative project schedule.

The IT team's focus shifted to the risks and costs associated with a
migration from the mainframe environment to the Sun operating
environment. Could the system be migrated quickly and reliably and
at a price that could be recovered due to lower operating costs
moving forward? To answer this question, the IT team began an audit
to establish an inventory of the mainframe application's components,
to develop a best-practices plan for the migration process, and to
estimate a sequence of tasks and a tentative project schedule.

SUN'S SOURCE AUDIT ASSESSMENT SERVICES
"There are two primary objectives for what Sun calls the 'source
audit,'" according to Wayne Worden, Sun's rehost center manager
for the Transamerica audit. "The first objective is to establish
an initial baseline inventory of all source modules sorted by
type — CICS COBOL program, batch COBOL program, JCL [job
control language], and so on. The second objective is to identify
those components that are adaptable with existing tools as well
as those that will require special attention."
Sun Professional Services technicians audit a project repository
built from application source modules supplied by the customer.
Sun professionals initially analyze the inventory for completeness
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SUN'S SOURCE AUDIT ASSESSMENT SERVICES
(CONTINUED)
and review their findings with the customer. Sun professionals
then analyze the source modules to identify areas that require or
potentially require customization. The information is collected and
presented to the customer in a source audit assessment report.
Only active application source modules need to be rehosted.
Often, customers eliminate unused or inactive modules as a
result of this review. Transamerica eliminated programs, JCL, and
utilities, reducing the overall project scope to those core elements
required for the future.
The analysis results depicted in the source audit assessment
report are the foundation for estimating the time, tools, and skills
required for the application component migration. Past experience
has provided the basis for tool development to identify situations
requiring source modification (via an assortment of methods). With
the increasing availability of adaptive tools and methodologies,
Sun analysts are able to anticipate the toolsets and effort that will
be needed to complete the application component migration.
The customer/Sun team can use the results to establish a
partnership; together they can determine which company will
be responsible for specific tasks by balancing their core
competencies with the overall project cost.
"The final result is a budgetary estimate," Worden explained,
"because the final decision whether to migrate always depends
on the total cost of ownership and expected time frame to
capture a complete return on investment. As costs drop, we see
more of our customers deciding to migrate.
"Our Transamerica engagement provided a good platform for
establishing a productive partnership by providing a common
view into the application. The source audit assessment results
have served as an objective basis for Transamerica to make an
informed decision and to prepare for the project."
Sun's mainframe rehosting software
environment includes tools and
features that streamline the migration
process.

Results of the audit, which was conducted in March, indicated that the
migration option was viable. As Table 1 shows, there were hundreds
of components to be considered. At the same time, Sun's mainframe
rehosting software environment includes tools and features that
streamline the migration process. VSAM files, for example, can be
rehosted using Sun's VSAM capabilities. Tools such as FOCUS and
CoSORT have been ported to and certified in the Sun environment.
Existing tools could leverage much of the work.

Drawing on their experience,
Transamerica's Hirani and Kennedy
devised a plan that exploited in-house
resources and expertise
complemented by consulting services
from Sun and supported by Sun's
migration products.

"We are confident that we can rehost the mainframe platform to the
Sun platform successfully," claimed Hirani, "because we've done it
before." Hirani and his colleague Grace Kennedy, assistant vice
president, investment products systems, have used Sun's rehosting
products to port financial services applications from the mainframe to
the Sun environment. Drawing on their experience, they devised a plan
that exploited in-house resources and expertise complemented by consulting services from Sun and supported by Sun's migration products.
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Table 1: Transamerica's Application Profile
Component of the Application Set

Interactive

Approximate Number of Programs

600+

Batch

1,000

Screens

260

Job control language
VSAM files

4,500
300

Utilities (e.g., backup)

14

Source: IDC, 2002

On May 14, the IT team made the final decision and set in motion an
aggressive schedule. High points of that plan are as follows:
•

Sun consultants will take primary responsibility for porting
the COBOL programs, while Transamerica will focus on the
migration of data sets.

•

Migration will begin with those systems used daily and weekly
and then move systematically to systems needed quarterly and
annually.

•

The migration will conclude with all systems in operation by the
end of June.

•

Testing will occur from July 1 to August 6, with Transamerica at
the lead and Sun consultants in reserve to help with problems as
needed.

•

The new systems will be put into production on August 6, which
coincides with the termination of outsourcing services from
Transamerica's U.S. service provider.

Managing Risk
"We know what we have to do, and we understand the factors that
we must watch most carefully," said Kennedy. To make the migration
a success, Transamerica has identified some of the factors in the
planning process:
•

A complete and accurate audit of subsystems is essential.

•

The decision to curtail the sale of additional products must be
sustained.

•

Rehosting must be completed by the end of June and acceptance
testing must be completed in five weeks, prior to the expiration of
Transamerica's outsourcing contract with its U.S. service provider.

•

Transamerica and Sun resources must work uninterruptedly
and in a coordinated fashion for the short, intense duration of
the project.
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•

Impact of the system on users must be minimized both during
and after the migration.

•

The "new" system must be functionally equivalent to the existing
system in details such as the exact format of printed materials
aimed at customers.

Challenges to the Migration Process
The curmudgeonly masters of IT management cynically suggest that
"IT systems migrate best on a white board." By that they mean that
simple block diagrams, undefined transformational arrows and
conduits, and assumptions lead to significant risk. In reality, to
choose an antithetical saying, the devil is in the details.
IDC believes that Transamerica's
challenges are not writ large; rather,
they are in the fine print.

IDC believes that Transamerica's challenges are not writ large;
rather, they are in the fine print. As the Transamerica migration
moves ahead, IDC will be watching carefully how the company
addresses the following challenges:
•

The 80/80 rule. The first 80% of a project's milestones
consumes 80% of the project budget; the final 20% consumes
80% of the project's budget as well. Software development
projects have a tendency to move smoothly until the endgame,
when accumulated errors and interactions among components
frustrate attempts at closure.

•

Murphy's Law. Anything that can go wrong, will. Project plans
that assume slack time may underestimate the time that it takes
to solve unexpected problems.

•

Gordon's Law. Adapting the user to the software is cheaper
than adapting the software to the user. Transamerica's objective,
to produce a system identical in behavior and performance to
the original, may not be the easiest path to success. People can
adapt more easily than systems in many cases.

NEXT STEPS
Our next white paper will mark the progress of Hirani, Kennedy, and
their team, as the target hardware and software environment is
brought into play and the work of the migration gets under way.
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